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Welcome back! 

We hope you have had a very happy Christmas and the children have all returned eager 

to learn. We have 2 topics this term; The Stone Age and our main topic; Roaming 

Romans. 

English 

In English we will be reading Stig of the Dump, Escape from Pompeii, the Roman myth 

of Romulus and Remus and looking at non-fiction texts about the Romans. All of these 

texts will link in with our learning journey. We will be inferring character thoughts and 

feelings, as well as making predictions and producing a series of diary entries linked to 

Stig of the Dump. Whilst focusing on Escape from Pompeii, we will look at developing 

character, setting and plot before writing our own Roman adventure stories. We will be 

retelling and adapting the story of Romulus and Remus and focusing on our redrafting 

and editing skills. In addition, we will be writing non-chronological reports linking with 

our Roman topic.  

Spelling patterns and handwriting practice will also continue to be taught; with spellings 

being sent home every week and a weekly spelling test.  

 

Maths 

In mathematics this term, we shall be: 

 Identifying, representing and comparing 3 digit numbers using place value. 

 Adding and subtracting up to 3 digit numbers mentally and applying this to 

problem solving. 

 Adding and subtracting numbers using up to 3 digits, using written methods and 

applying this to problem solving. 

 Using multiplication and division facts to solve problems 

 Representing, comparing and ordering fractions of shapes and numbers. 

 Adding and subtracting money, using grams and kilograms, reading and writing 

the time on analogue clocks including using Roman numerals 

 Reading and interpreting bar charts, using scales.  

 Recognising and drawing right angles in 2D shapes.  

 

 

Science 

In Science the first half of this term we shall be learning about rocks and soils. The 

children will be learning about different types of rocks and how to compare and group 

them. They will also be looking at fossils and how they are formed. Finally, they will be 

looking at soils and recognising that rocks are made from soil and other organic matter.  

Our second topic this term is Forces and Magnets. The children will be learning how 

forces affect the way things move and we will be comparing how different objects 

move on different surfaces and investigating how magnets work.  Within both of these 

topics we will be carrying out investigations linked with the topic, making predictions, 

observations and evaluations from them.  



 

Computing 

 

In computing we will be looking at how to use simple search engines and begin to 

recognise that some internet resources are more reliable than others. We will discuss 

the importance of internet safety throughout our computing lessons. We will also be 

looking at how computer networks allow data to be shared and how data can be passed 

on through different networks. In addition, we will use ICT to link in with our topic 

work as we use online maps and atlases to locate different European countries and 

cities.  

Geography and History 

Our learning journey will start with The Stone Age. The children will be learning about 

life during the Stone Age, what people ate and clothes they wore. We shall also be 

learning about Stonehenge, where it is and its significance as a historical landmark. 

Then, we shall move onto learning about The Romans. We will begin by discussing 

archaeology and an archaeologist’s role in helping us learn more about the Romans. We 

will be looking at the extent of the Roman Empire and linking this with Geography as we 

identify modern European countries and capital cities. We will consider what life was 

like in the Roman army and the impact that the Romans have had on Britain. Linking in 

with our English work, we will be learning about Pompeii and the importance of the 

Romans, looking at key historical evidence about who the Romans were and how they 

lived at that time. We will also spend some time cooking Roman recipes and consider 

how their diet differs to ours today.  

Physical Education (PE) 

We will learn why warming up and cooling down are important and how physical activity 

affects their health.  We will be learning how to play netball, understanding the key 

rules and principles of the game. The class will develop their throwing, catching, 

attacking and defending skills in the game of netball but also considering how these 

skills can be applied to other invasion sports.  Children will also be looking at basic 

gymnastic skills of rolls, twists and turns. They will be designing their own routine and 

learning to evaluate their own and others’ performances. 

Music 

We shall be looking at the ‘Let your Spirit Fly’ unit from the Charanga scheme of work. 

We will also be listening to, learning and evaluating some Celtic and Roman music. These 

units musically draw together listening/appraising, composing/improvising and 

performing skills. 

Spanish 

We will be continuing to develop our Spanish speaking, listening and writing skills. We 

will be learning numbers to 20, months of the year and days of the week. We will also 



begin to write short sentences using the present tense about ourselves and our 

families.  

Art and Design Technology 

We shall be linking this to our learning journey topics. We will be looking at the 

different designs of Roman mosaics and the meaning behind them. The children will 

have the chance to design and create their own mosaic experimenting with different 

types of media.  

In DT, the children will be designing, making and evaluating a Roman chariot.  

EPR 

We will be talking about ‘Going for Goals’ where we discuss and appreciate our own, and 

others, talents and consider how we can motivate ourselves to achieve our best. We will 

also study the unit ‘Good to be me’ where the class will have a chance to raise their 

self-awareness and discuss how to manage their feelings.  

Religious Education (R.E)  

Topics to be covered this term include Journeys, Listening and Sharing and Giving. You 

will receive a separate R.E. information pack giving details of these schemes of work. 

Homework 

In line with the current school homework policy this will be set every Friday and due in 

the following Wednesday.  

We do hope that this pack proves useful to you, if you would like any further 

information about topics we are covering in school, please do not hesitate to come and 

speak to us. 

Many thanks, 

Miss Nolan and Mrs Lampard 

 

 


